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The Overthrow Mount

3
Moistening the Gummed Linen Tape

Materials Required:

• Window Mount
• Undermount
• Gummed Linen Tape 1 2Small gap between boards

4
Adhering the tape centrally along the gap



The Overthrow Mount

Finished Conservation Overthrow Mount 7

Using a bone folder burnish the 
tape 5

Run a bone folder along the 
groove 6

The 
Conservation Overthrow Mount 8



The Inset Mount

Used when the artwork is on a board.  A middle 
board is included in the Overthrow Mount to 
compensate for the thickness of the object.

The mount comprises window mount, middle 
board and undermount.  The middle board is 
the same thickness as the artwork, has an 
aperture cut slightly larger than the artwork and 
is hinged or adhered to the undermount. 



The Inset Mount

The artwork is attached using 
’T - Hinges’ to the undermount.

The middle board compensates for the 
thickness of the artwork and allows the 
window mount to lie flush onto the artwork.

The Conservation Inset Mount



The Inset Mount

None adhesive methods of holding artwork in position can 
also be used.  In the following case the artwork is 

encapsulated between two sheets of Mylar enabling both 
sides to be seen and in order to show a clear border around 

the artwork.  The artwork looks as though it is floating. 



BORDER 
PROPORTIONS
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Remedy:  Optical centring is a technique used to overcome 
this illusion.  

 The Optical Centre is a position slightly higher in the frame 
than the geometrical centre. 

For an image to look right in a frame there are two basic requirements:

The image needs space and balance

Problem: An optical illusion occurs if a print is positioned at 
the geometric centre of the mount.  This illusion makes the 

top border of the mount appear larger than the bottom giving 
too much visual weight to the top. 

OPTICAL CENTRE



Border Proportions
Following the rule of optical centre, there are a number of 

mathematical equations to work out these dimensions.  
However, a general rule is for the mount is given a wider 

bottom border then the top one, generally in the ratio of 55% 
to 45% or the ratio of 11:9.   

A modern and simple solution is for the sides and top to be 
equal and the bottom slightly larger.  

Many framers have default border dimensions e.g 70mm top/
sides and 80mm bottom.

This is more commonly known as bottom weighting.



Mount Size
How big should the mount be?  

As far as the widths of borders around artwork is concerned 
there are no particular rules.   It is ultimately a matter of 

taste; however, a good image deserves a degree of
 “personal space.” 

Applying the golden ratio for an image size of 400m x 
300mm(portrait) the overall mount size would be 648mm x 486mm.  

Border widths of: 
sides 93mm; top 112mm; bottom 136mm

One option is to use the golden ratio (Φ ≈ 1.61803), 
which dates back to Pythagoras and is considered an 

aesthetic ideal.



Frame Size : Mount Size
Many institutions have differing sets of mount sizes based on 

the old imperial system. 

The British Museum sizes are based on imperial 
measurements and date back to the 19th century. The 
smallest of these is the Half- Royal measuring 16” x 

11” (406mm x 280mm) increasing in size through the Royal 
(double that of the Half-Royal) to the Panoramic 20” x 45”.

Use of this system obviously determines the mount size but 
the calculations are the same: 

side equal; top/bottom in the ratio of 45%/55%  

e.g frame size 280mm x 406mm(landscape): image size 
100mm x 306mm  hence border widths: sides 50 mm; top 

81mm; bottom 99mm. 
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HINGING



HINGING - KEY POINTS

One should understand the concept of 
Shear and Peel:  

Shear:  A hinge in shear means it is in 
tension i.e opposite forces attempting to 

pull the hinge apart.  This produces a 
strong hinge.

Peel:  Forces attempting to pull the 
hinge apart from the undermount similar 

to that of peeling a banana.



HINGING - KEY POINTS

The size of the hinges and their 
positioning along the artwork’s top edge 
is important.  Normally two hinges are 
sufficient but when the artwork is large, 

heavy or mis-shapen more may be 
necessary.

Hinges should not be placed at the 
corners as this will cause sideways stress 

resulting in cockling 



HINGING - KEY POINTS
Masking tape, pressure sensitive tape etc not suitable 

at Conservation level 

Upgrade to a better quality tape 

Attach hinge to back of artwork (5mm)
 no part of hinge to overlap onto the front

Hinge paper weaker than artwork

At Conservation level any self adhesive tape must be 12mm 
from artwork



The most commonly used ’T-Hinge’ 
occasionally  termed the ‘Pendant Hinge.’

It comprises two strips of tape or Japanese 
paper; one tab attached to the verso of the 
artwork and a cross member holding the 

tab to the undermount,

Normally two hinges are used unless the 
work is particularly large, heavy,  or 

THE  ‘T’ - ‘HINGE’



The reason for leaving this small gap is 
to allow the artwork to move should any 
expansion take place thereby reducing 
the possibility of the artwork cockling.

The cross members applied leaving a 
small gaps between the top of  artwork 

and the bottom edge of the cross member. 

THE  ‘T’ - ‘HINGE’



‘V/Z’ - ‘HINGE’

Considered a weak hinge because it is in ‘Peel’

This hinge has a number of disadvantages:

Double thickness of tape may indent the artwork.

The hinge may be strengthened by 
placing a piece of tape across the face of 

the hinge on the undermount. 

These hinges are mainly used for float mounting 



‘PASS through Hinge’

A strong hinge as the main part of the 
hinge is in ‘shear’. Used mainly for 

both float and shadow float mounting

The folded tape is passed through slots 
in the board leaving 5mm on the recto, 
taped on the verso, taped opened on 
recto revealing two tabs



‘PASS through Hinge’

Moisten the tabs - it is important not 
over wet these tabs 

Place the artwork in position and 
weight. 

If float mounting place artwork direct on 
the mountboard. 

When shadow float mounting use either 
3mm or 5mm foamboard.








